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Last year, virtually every business publication focused on

the threats posed to traditional "bricks and mortar"

businesses by the newly emerging "dot-com" organisations

whose operations were conceived and developed in the

post-Internet age. No industry seemed to be safe – retail

banking, insurance, travel, music, publishing, high street

retailing … the list was endless and all appeared to be in

danger of losing some, if not all, of their business to their

nimble electronic counterparts.

The same reporters now recount tales of failed Internet

businesses and sagely advise their readers against

pursuing unsustainable business models.This may all be

true but bricks and mortars would do well not to spend

too much time gloating.

The hype may now be over and the dot coms might have

overlooked some fundamental business principals but the

Internet is here to stay and the threat posed by leaner and

more focused Internet-based companies will be even

greater to ‘traditional’ businesses who continue to ignore

the limitations of their current operational structures and

systems. The dot coms were born free from the

operational limitations inherent in so called legacy, non

web-based IT systems and consequently have been able to

deliver the greater levels of customer service with a lower

cost base that the Internet is capable of delivering.

Many of the advantages that the dot coms claim over

"traditional" businesses (defined in this document as

organisations that were not founded from the outset as

pure web-based operations) flow from the ability of the

dot coms to align their operations around Internet based

Self Service – one of the cornerstones of establishing an

e-business presence. The Self Service model is founded on

the principal of enabling customers / partners / employees

to obtain information or conduct transactions directly

over the Internet, thereby avoiding time consuming and

costly traditional processes involving multiple verbal or

written interactions. The Self Service model clearly gives

the newcomers substantial competitive advantage.

How can organisations that were created in the pre-

Internet era make the transition to e-business and

compete on equal terms with the new dot coms?  How can

they embrace Internet-based Self Service, widely accepted

as a foundation for the transition to the world of e-

business, when the systems that lie at the heart of their

operation are not web-enabled? This White Paper

examines these questions through a review of the concepts

of Internet-based Self Service, as well as two common

approaches taken by organisations to enable their

transition to an e-business using Internet-based Self

Services. It also introduces a new model which promises

to make the transition less painful, quicker and more cost

effective – the Intelligent Self Service Model.

introduction



The essence of Internet-based Self Service involves the

replacement of a human-driven interaction by a purely

Internet-based process. However, one of the practical

implications of this "disintermediation" process is often

overlooked – namely that the Internet-based interaction

with the enterprise must be at least as "rich" as the

interaction that would otherwise occur in a conventional

human interaction (i.e. telephone conversation, exchange

of correspondence, etc.). The customer, partner or

employee should receive the same level and range of

information as they would by dealing directly with a

knowledgeable representative of the enterprise who had

access to all information relevant to that individual and

that specific query. If this same level of "richness" is not

present, the individual will inevitably conclude that the

Internet-based interaction is delivering an inferior service

to the traditional interaction.

Of course, many interactions that people initiate with

organisations are very simple – such as enquiring how

much you currently owe on a particular store card, or

making a straightforward purchase of a commodity item

from a supermarket. Enabling such "basic" interactions

via an Internet-based Self Service model is a relatively

straightforward process; even for the traditional

organisation with a legacy IT environment. A store can

very easily, for example, enable its customers to view a

copy of their account as an html page over the Internet,

regardless of its underlying IT systems.

However, at the other end of the spectrum, many of the

interactions that people have with enterprises tend to be

more complex. The technical challenges associated with

supporting such interactions in an Internet-based Self

Service environment are in an altogether different league

from those associated with supporting very "basic"

transactions.The more complex interactions require the

‘human touch’ - that is, a level of intelligence built into

the process and the system comparable to traditional

methods of communication and trading.

To illustrate the difference between Basic Self Service

and Intelligent Self Service, let us consider the nature of

the interaction that an individual might want to have with

– say – their bank. In the days before online banking, you

might have telephoned your bank to find out the current

balance of your account – a simple request for a single

piece of information. However, depending upon the answer

you got to that initial question, you may then have wanted

to move on to additional follow up questions of increasing

complexity – "how much have I spent over the last four

weeks?", "how does that compare with the same time

period last year?", "if I transferred the contents of my

savings account into my current account would that clear

my overdraft?" – and so on. An Internet-based process

offering the ability simply to find out the current balance

of your account might be regarded as "Basic Self

Service". An Internet-based process offering the ability to

"ask" follow up questions involving detailed analysis,

historic comparisons and "what if…" type queries elevates

the application to the status of Intelligent Self Service.

basic self service vs intelligent self service

● simple, standard query/
transaction

● single source of e-enabled
data

● predictable and non-
variable transaction

● Complex, unpredictable query/transaction 
type and path      

● Requiring simultaneous access to multiple 
non e-enabled sources of data

● Ad hoc non standard queries

● Sophisticated analysis of the data

● “Point in time” comparisons

● Fully interactive and personalised

● Business rules and security applied process

basic self service

intelligent self service
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Superior levels of customer service can be achieved through the Intelligent Self Service model granting an

organisation the ability for customers, partners and employees to interact with the organisation at the level

they choose through the medium of the Internet.

basic self service vs intelligent self service

Some organisations operate primarily at the "Basic" end

of the spectrum in terms of the complexity of their

interactions with their customers, partners and employees.

(It should be stressed that this is more a function of the

nature of their core business than any reflection on the

quality of their service levels). For such organisations,

where the requirement is simply to enable third parties to

access a standard report or a particular document over

the Internet by e-enabling existing data sources,

introducing Internet-based Self Service should be relatively

straightforward from a technological perspective.

However, many organisations are being driven towards the

"Intelligent" end of the spectrum in terms of the level and

complexity of interaction required by their customers,

business partners and employees. In this scenario the

limitations of the Basic Self Service model can result in

quantifiable competitive disadvantages for an organisation.

● Access to information pulled from any/every 
source

● Aggregate information into personalised, user-
specific reports

● Real time access to data via drill down/around 
techniques, coupled with sophisticated 
comparative analysis capabilities

● Integrated workflow enabling "2 way 
conversation" between user and organisation

● Interrogate the entire organisation

● Equivalent of one to one interaction

● Action and follow through

● Increased internal efficiency through 
standardised interactions in non-standard 
situations

intelligent self service
enablers

intelligent self service
benefits



The challenges facing the bricks and mortar organisation

that wishes to implement an Intelligent Self Service model

can be summarised as follows:-

The Data Capture Challenge….

Organisations that wish to implement the Intelligent Self

Service model are faced with the issue of data being held

in "legacy" systems that are not e-enabled. In other

words, the data cannot be accessed readily over the

Internet. An organisation might be able to create a Basic

Self Service offering by providing information in an e-

enabled format such as static html pages. However, as the

recipient of that information attempts to go beyond a

‘superficial’ level, the interaction becomes static and the

limitations of applications e-enabled in that manner come

to the forefront. What happens next?  The recipient picks

up the phone to progress the interaction so that any

benefits and cost savings associated with the use of the

technology quickly disappear as organisations find

themselves running two sets of processes – the

‘traditional’ and the ‘online.’

The Data Manipulation Challenge….

Another requirement  is the ability to aggregate and store

that data in such a way that it can be interrogated by

customers, partners and employees in ways that are both

complex and unpredictable. As noted earlier, the Internet-

based interaction between an individual and the enterprise

must be at least as "rich" as the interaction that one

would enjoy by talking to an organisations’ representative

who had access to all the information relevant to that

individual and that specific query. It must have the

capability to offer historic comparisons, "what if…"

scenarios and so on.

The Data Delivery Challenge……

Also of concern is delivering an Internet-based interaction

model that most closely resembles the ‘human’ element. It

must be as easy for the individual to transact and

communicate with the organisation under a Self Service

model as it would be using ‘traditional’ means.The quality

of the experience, and therefore the interaction, must be

highly personalised, and must, at the same time reflect the

business rules of the enterprise so as to ensure proper

controls and security.

The Operational Challenge……

Finally, all of the above must be introduced to the

organisation following 4 principles:

1. Effective use of IT resources

The solution should require minimum IT resources for

both the implementation and ongoing support of the

system.

2. Rapid deployment

The solution should be available in weeks or months – not

years – in order to take advantage of business

opportunities and to retain and increase the customer

base.

3. Cost effectiveness

The solution should maximise the use and investment

made in the existing IT infrastructure.

4. Leverage its ‘traditional’ business model within the ‘new

economy’ model

The solution should assist in the transition to full e-

business enablement without destroying the foundations

that have made the organisation successful.

the challenges

In the following section we will explore the options available to companies wishing to embark on a transition into 

e-business.
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reviewing the options

What are the options available to the organisation that is reliant on data from legacy (i.e. non web-based) systems, but

which nonetheless recognises the benefits of moving to an Intelligent Self Service model?

The "Big Bang" Option

One possible approach to the challenge of transitioning an

organisation to the new world of e-business is to go for

the "big bang" approach, whereby all of the legacy systems

are re-engineered and/or replaced with new web-based

systems.

Ultimately, most organisations will evolve to a state where

all of their systems are web based  - the "Big Bang"

approach represents an extreme acceleration of that

process. However, because of the massive disruption, cost

and complexity of the "Big Bang" approach, many

organisations will need to evolve towards this desired end

state at a slower rate – provided that they can find other

ways of moving into the e-business arena whilst the

evolution occurs.

The Data Warehouse Option

Another approach would be to implement a data warehouse solution to support Self Service functionality.

conspros

conspros

● Complex undertaking

● Disruption to the organisation

● Potentially high investment

● Little room for testing concept – total reinvention

● Long implementation timescales not condusive 
to fighting the threats from new economy 
competitors

● Extensive training

● Aggressive drive for adoption of e-business

● Total process re-engineering

● Storage and aggregation of data from diverse 
legacy systems into one data warehouse is 
usually fraught with problems

● Range of data that needs to be leveraged by 
Intelligent Self Service applications will 
typically reside in multiple systems and will be 
in many different formats

● Expensive solution

● Major operational undertaking

● Long implementation timescales

● IT resource intensive

● Use of existing technology and systems

● No need to go through extensive BPR again
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reviewing the options

1. Maintenance of data is difficult and may not be

reliable.The process of repopulating a data warehouse

will typically consist of a complex series of steps, and if

any one of them fails to execute properly for whatever

reason the updated data will frequently not be available

for users at the required time. Also where the data coming

into the warehouse is from a legacy application based on

an "As At" database design structure, the data warehouse

and reporting tool will not be able to support "point in

time" comparisons, since the historic data no longer exists.

This effectively precludes trend analysis.

2. Another potential pitfall with the "data warehouse plus

web based reporting tool" solution arises as a result of the

complexity of the underlying data structures, and the

impact this has on the process of updating and refreshing

the data warehouse. OLAP tools typically rely on a "data

cube", and the process of loading data into the cube can

be very lengthy. For example, one major Australian

corporation that went down this route (using the Oracle

Express data cube) found that the weekly update of the

data cube was taking thirty hours each weekend. If for

any reason the process fell over, it had to start again –

meaning that the process would not be completed by

Monday morning. Any changes to the underlying data

sources (ie customer or product groupings) also means an

entire refresh – taking another 30 hours in the case of the

Australian corporation.

3. Finally, it should also be noted that because of the

complexity and time involved in refreshing / repopulating

data warehouses, most organisations only undertake this

on a weekly (or, in some instances, monthly) basis. This in

turn means that a lot of the data is by definition out of

date when customers or business partners access it –

creating a poor image and provoking time consuming

queries and requests for more up to date information.

What does this add up to?

The two options reviewed do not provide a satisfactory or readily affordable solution to the organisation that needs to

transform itself rapidly and with minimal disruption, from a conventional business model into an operation capable of

supporting Internet-based interactions with its customers, business partners and employees; particularly where the

requirement is for a sophisticated level of interaction that goes beyond simply running a standard report or accessing a

particular document over the Internet.

Three other issues with the data warehouse option are:
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the intelligent self service approach

Intelligent Self Service can be achieved without the

problems associated with "Big Bang" or data warehouse

solutions even where most, if not all, of the underlying

data is held in a variety of non e-enabled environments.

By building on proven, industrial strength data storage

techniques, and injecting a mix of workflow software and

tools designed for application development within the

Internet world (ASP, Java Script, XML, "smart agents"

and others), an environment where applications can be

created in a few short weeks becomes a viable

proposition; providing organisations with an immediate

bridge into the e-business world.

AXS-One, through AXSPoint, has developed the

foundation and building blocks to enable Intelligent Self

Service. Applications built in the AXSPoint environment

offer authorised users the opportunity to analyse and drill

down through information presented in fully personalised

reports through formats which are very similar to the

analytical functionality associated with leading OLAP

tools. What’s more, there is no need to create data

warehouses, re-engineer or tinker with any of the

underlying legacy systems or data sources. How is this

achieved?

In the simplest of terms, AXSPoint:

● captures/retrieves data from legacy systems

● organises that data within a global directory & applies 
security

● enables sophisticated analysis of that data at the 
personal level

● delivers that analysis over the Internet in response to 
ad hoc queries

The Intelligent Self Service approach is best suited for organisations looking for the following attributes in a solution:

1. Rapid Implementation.

2. Affordable.

3. No business process re-engineering required.

4. Low dependence on IT resource for implementation and maintenance.

5. Workflow and security built into the solution.

6. Works with data from all parts of the organisation regardless of data source or type/format.

7. Avoids complexity and data integrity issues such as those associated with a data warehouse solution.

8. Conducts sophisticated ad hoc analysis and data mining. The user is not limited to making pre-defined ‘standard’ queries.

9. Offers a personalised, role-based interface between the user of the application and the organisation.

10. External users (customers, suppliers, business partners) are able to obtain the information they need without having 

direct access to the underlying internal systems.
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the intelligent self service approach

There are two components to the AXSPoint environment: Central and Exchange – as illustrated in the following diagram:-

Each of these components plays a role in the overall process of taking data from non web-based systems, manipulating it

so that it can form the basis of user specific Intelligent Self Service Applications, and then delivering it over the Internet.

ERP/Corporate 
systems

reports,
spreadsheets,
etc.

AXSPoint
application

environment

CRM
systems

scanned documents

EDMS
systems

CAD
systems

correspondence

engineering drawings

Data Capture

The first step for developing Intelligent Self Service

applications is the on-going capture of data into the

AXSPoint environment. AXSPoint can work with

virtually any type of digital data: text reports from back

office systems, spreadsheets, correspondence, and scanned

images.

Depending on the received data type and the nature of the

analysis likely to be required, data will either be captured

and stored in Central (in the case of text files), or

retrieved directly from the data source through APIs or

ODBC links.

There is no need to build a data warehouse thereby avoiding the problems typically associated with data warehouses (see

preceding section).

AXSPoint application environment

EXCHANGE

CUSTOMERS

SUPPLIERS

PARTNERS

EMPLOYEES

MERGE
DATA

ANALYSE
& FORMAT

BUSINESS
RULES

SUBSCRIBE

PERSONALISE
& PUBLISH

CENTRAL

DATA 
CAPTURE

CONTENT 
MGMT

GLOBAL 
DIRECTORY

SECURITY

SEARCH & 
RETRIEVE DATA

INTERNET
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the intelligent self service approach

Data Transformation

The second step in the process of developing an Intelligent

Self Service application is the transformation of the data

into information that can support applications in an e-

business model.

AXSPoint brings together data from multiple sources,

organises it and stores it in a global directory. During

this process the inter-relationships between individual data

elements are retained, but the rigid data structures are

broken down so that the data elements can be then used

with infinite flexibility to support specific Self Service

applications.

Selected data from diverse sources (including data in

formats that are "incompatible") can then be merged and

remodelled to produce totally new reports to support the

particular requirements of the enterprise. Once the model

has been set, no further updating is required – the new

reports will automatically be updated and re-generated as

the underlying "source" data is updated.

As noted earlier, the whole concept of Intelligent Self

Service is based on enabling the customer, partner and/or

employee to "ask" those follow on questions and have as

rich an interaction as he or she would otherwise have had

through a conventional interaction with a representative

of the organisation. In other words, the individual is able

to find out more about "the data behind the data," if

required. Because the inter-relationships between

individual data elements are retained during the data

transformation process, users can view the integrated

(merged) data in its newly reported format, and also have

the option to drill down to look at the individual details

underlying the data in the report or across to related data.

However, drilling down to view the "data behind the data"

is not of itself sufficient to meet the requirement implicit

in Intelligent Self Service; that is, the ability to have an

almost ‘human’ type of interaction. A much greater

analytical requirement arises. AXSPoint therefore

enables the user to analyse and "reprocess" the data pool

through ad hoc queries (the conceptual equivalent of

"follow on" questions in a conventional telephonic

interaction with an organisation). The various components

in AXSPoint enable the data to be resorted and regrouped

so that ad hoc queries involving different calculations,

summaries and filtering can occur.

Of course, even in the enlightened Internet age where free

flow of information is supreme, business rules need to be

applied to control who is able to access different data

sources. Workflow rules are applied in Exchange so that,

for example, defined categories of users can only

undertake certain pre-defined analyses or perform certain

types of transaction. Categories of "power users" can be

established for which broader rights in terms of ad hoc

analysis and reprocessing of data are granted.This also

creates the opportunity to establish streamlined processes

to handle exception situations and to introduce

standardised (automated) methods of dealing with these

when they arise.Thus enabling staff to become knowledge

workers and ensuring that the right people deal with the

right problems or requests in the best possible manner.
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the intelligent self service approach

Delivery Over The Internet

The final part of the process of offering Intelligent Self

Service is delivery over the Internet. The information is

output in html format and can be accessed by the

customer, partner and/or employee via a browser. The

view of the data can be personalised for each user type,

both to reflect workflow / security issues and also to

ensure that the particular operational needs of each user

type are met. Intelligent Self Service requires that the

customer, partner and/or employee is able to instantly flag

a query or discrepancy. This is achieved through a

structured e-mail link that is built into the user interface.

One feature that typifies Intelligent Self Service

applications is "pull / push" functionality. This again is

symptomatic of the previously noted issue, that in the

Intelligent Self Service model, the quality of the

interaction must be at least as "rich" as that enjoyed by

the individual in their conventional non-Internet-based

interaction with the organisation. The "pull" part of the

process is the equivalent of the customer telephoning the

bank to find out his/her balance on the current account:

the "push" part of the process is the equivalent of the

bank proactively telephoning the customer to warn that

they are about to exceed a pre-set overdraft limit. E-mail

notification when certain pre-defined criteria are met is

achieved through the functionality resident within

AXSPoint.

DATA SOURCES OTHER SOURCES

DATA 
BASES

DATA
WAREHOUSE

TEXT
FILES

ISAM

OTHER

DISTRIBUTE

BROWSER

WAP
DEVICES

REPORTS

XML

CUSTOM 
FORMS

ERP

CRM

EDMS

IMAGING

XML

LEGACY SYSTEMS DATA TRANSFORMATION

AXSPoint e-business enablement
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MANAGEMENT
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GLOBAL
DIRECTORY
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conclusion

If established bricks and mortar organisations are to

compete effectively with their dot-com counterparts, they

need to migrate to an e-business model that can be

implemented rapidly and affordably. In particular they

must be able to offer Internet-based Self Service that

offers a quality of interaction that is as "rich" as that

which their customers, employees and business partners

have enjoyed in the past. Depending on what their core

business is, some organisations will be able to achieve this

objective by offering Basic Self Service – allowing third

parties to view specific information or conduct standard

transactions over the Internet. However, the majority of

organisations will need to offer what we have defined as

Intelligent Self Service to reflect the complexity and

unpredictability of their interactions with those third

parties.

Intelligent Self Service could be achieved through a "big

bang" approach that effectively replaces the organisation’s

entire IT infrastructure with new web-based technology.

We have established that this approach not only requires

a major investment by the organisation but is also likely

to disrupt ongoing operations, and involve long

implementation timescales. Alternatively, organisations

could adopt a strategy of implementing a data warehouse

coupled with web-based reporting tools. Whilst this

approach will appeal to some, the approach will consume

a large portion of the available IT budget and will tie up

scarce in-house IT resources needed to implement and

maintain the solution.There is also a question mark

regarding the timeliness and therefore the quality of data

in this scenario.

The Intelligent Self Service model brought to the market

by AXS-One through AXSPoint requires no changes to

existing systems and no data warehouse. It aims to

provide an alternative solution for companies looking to

transition into the e-business model with minimum

disruption, sensible timescales and a level of investment

which will not hinder the organisation in its ability to

embark on the transformation necessary to compete in

today’s business environment.

about AXS-One

AXS-One traded for over 20 years as Computron Inc.,

establishing an enviable reputation for developing and

supplying top of the range corporate IT solutions to many

of the world’s leading enterprises. Headquartered in New

Jersey U.S.A. with its European head office in Watford,

UK and a global workforce of over 400 with revenues in

2000 of $48.8m. Customers include Deutsche Bank, Pfizer,

United Airlines and a host of leading Fortune 500

corporations and major public sector organisations.

A re-branding program took place in November 2000 to

mark the company’s transition into an e-business solutions

provider. AXS-One has developed a family of products in

close collaboration with some of the most demanding

organisations in the world; products which are playing a

crucial role in enabling those organisations to make the

transition to the world of e-business.

This document contains forward-looking statements. Such statements are only predictions and actual events or results may differ materially. All forward-looking statements involve 

risks and uncertainties, including, without limitation, the risks detailed in the company's documents and reports filed from time to time with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

AXS-One, "Access Tomorrow Today", AXSPoint and Tivity are trademarks of AXS-One Inc., in the U.S.


